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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
- -- .*.WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20555

August 14, 1975

N -

James M. Allan, Chief
Radiological and Environmental Protection, IE:III

RESURRECTION HOSPITAL, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS - APPARENT UNAUTHORIZED
USE OF BYPRODUCT MATERIAL (HOO870H2 and H00794F3)

This is.in response to your memorandum dated July 22, 1975, to
H. D. Thornburg regarding an interpretation of what constitutes a.
venogram in nuclear medicine. With respect to your request, we
contacted Dr. Walter Weyzen of DBER and sent a copy of the enclosures
to your memorandum for his review. His conclusion, which follows,
is based not only on his review but his consultation with two other
physicians in DBER.

A venogram is defined as blood vein imaging which includes both blood
pool imaging and blood flow studies. For all practical purposes these
two studies are inseparable, that is, blood pool images-will also de-
fine the rate of blood flow depending on the presence of embolisms in
the veinous system being imaged. Such embolisms could-include blood
clots in the veins. We were also informed that veinous imaging is
usually necessary to eval.uate the it-,•m•o !,,r scans. -And s y."

, indicated in your memorandum, venograms are common practice performed
in conjunction with lung scans.

Your memorandum raises another issue which needs clarification. If
a licensee administers a radiopharmaceutical for a license authorized
procedure, he may conduct any number of additional procedures whether
they are-authorized or not provided that additional administrations
are not performed for purposes of the unauthorized procedure (although
additional administrations may be needed for the authorized procedure).
The basis for the above is that once a dose is administered to a
patient for a procedure that is authorized no additional harm from
radioactive materials-can result to the patient during the conduct
of other medical procedures. Of course, administering a dose solely
for an unauthorized-procedure is in noncompliance with NRC regulatory
requirements.
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The above interpretation has the concurrence of OELD and DBER.

Should you have any questions regarding this reply you may call
J. R. Metzger of this branch.'

Leo B. Higgi, tham, Chief
Safety and Environmental Programs
Office oflnspection and Enforcement

cc: C.
B.
R.
P.

W. Kuhlman
Singer
Warnick
R. Nelson, IE:I
T. Sutherland, IE:II
D. Brown, IE:IV
E. Book', IE:V
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